Introduction. What seems especially fascinating to us, having taken the occasion of the 100th anniversary of Neyman’s birth to reread many of the early papers and writings in the areas of sampling and experimentation, is the pivotal role of Neyman’s pair of 1923 papers in Polish. These appear in retrospect to have served as the wellspring of many of the ideas that he pursued for the next 13 years.

We began by rereading the excerpt of the 1923 paper on experimentation that was recently translated and published in Statistical Science, and we were especially struck by the importance that repeated random sampling played in Neyman’s thinking. This seemed to us to foreshadow, at the very least, the use of randomization in experimentation. Reid ([32], p. 44) quotes Neyman considerably later as denying his priority here:

... I treated theoretically an unrestrictedly randomized agricultural experiment and the randomization was considered as a prerequisite to probabilistic treatment of the results. This is not the same as the recognition that without randomization an experiment has little value irrespective of the subsequent treatment. The latter point is due to Fisher and I consider it as one of the most valuable of Fisher’s achievements.

Since we see one of the major purposes of experimental randomization as the necessary precondition for probabilistic inference from the results, we would join Rubin ([33], p. 477) in saying that had Neyman later claimed priority rather than denying it, we would have had no reason to quarrel with that claim. Rubin [33] also reminds that the use of randomization was “in the air” in the early 1920’s, citing Student ([37], pp. 281–282) and Fisher and MacKenzie [13], and further reminds us that “[t]his situation, with its juxtaposition of implicit suggestion and explicit contrary attribution from the
same author, emphasizes ... the dangers of over interpreting, with ebullient and embellished hindsight, early writings of great men.”

While this priority issue has an “after you, Alphonse” quality, other disagreements about priority are far more acrimonious, in particular one regarding some of the basic results in sampling theory. In this paper, we describe that controversy and attempt to set Neyman’s important contributions in a broader perspective. We remain convinced that despite the many contributions of others to the technical development of sampling in the period from 1900 to 1925, Neyman’s 1934 paper [27] played a pivotal role in turning the dry mathematics of expectations into real sampling plans for actual randomly selected large scale surveys. We shall also touch on the issue of optimal allocation and note that here Neyman failed to acknowledge Tchoup–roff’s priority in advancing that idea.

In addition to examining this issue of priority, we attempt to assess Neyman’s contributions to sampling and experimental design, and we identify three intertwined themes: (i) Neyman’s pioneering contributions to the application of statistical theory to agricultural experimentation, (ii) Neyman’s fundamental contributions to the theory and practice of sample surveys, (iii) the interrelated nature of Neyman’s work on experiments and surveys and the pivotal role that randomization played in his thinking in both areas.

Parallels between surveys and experiments. For a number of years, we have pursued the parallels and linkages between surveys and experiments (e.g., see, Fienberg and Tanur [7]–[9]) and, in particular, Neyman’s role as a progenitor of ideas in both areas. Although in fact surveys and experiments had developed very long and independent traditions by the start of the 20th century (e.g., see Cochran [5] and Deming [6]), it was only with the rise of ideas associated with mathematical statistics in the 1920s that the tools for major progress in these areas became available. The key intellectual idea was the role of randomization or random selection, both in experimentation and in sampling, and both Neyman and Fisher utilized this idea, although in different ways. Over the next decade or so, both men made major contributions to these developments, but because of the bitterness that grew out of the dispute between Fisher on the one hand and Neyman and Pearson on the other, first over tests of hypotheses and then later over confidence intervals and experimental design (e.g., see Neyman [30]), they were never able to bring their ideas together and benefit from the fruitful interaction that would likely have occurred had they done so. And in the aftermath, Neyman staked out intellectual responsibility for sampling while Fisher did the same for experimentation.

It was in part because of this rift between Fisher and Neyman that the fields of sample surveys and experimentation drifted apart. But it remains true that one can adapt the ideas from one field to the other and that one can profitably link them, as in embedded surveys in experiments. Neyman’s first 1923
paper [34] on experimental design embodies this sort of adaptation. He conceptualizes the assignment of treatments to units in an experiment as the drawing without replacement of balls from urns, one urn for each treatment. These urns have the special property that the removal of a ball (representing the outcome of an experimental unit) from one urn causes it to disappear from the other urns as well. Thus Neyman shows that when there is a finite pool of experimental units that need to be assigned to treatments, the random assignment of units to treatments is exactly parallel to the random selection of a sample from a finite population. Hence, when the number of units used in an experiment is a large fraction of the units in the population, a finite population correction must be used in an experiment, just as it is in a sample survey. The parallel between experiments and sampling is particularly close in this case. Nevertheless, all but a few modern investigators have lost sight of the parallel and fail to take advantage of insights offered in the parallel literature.

Neyman’s initial contributions to the theory of sampling in the 1920’s. In 1927, Greenwood and Isserlis published [18] a complaint in the Journal of the Royal Statistical Society that Neyman had failed to acknowledge the published papers of the recently deceased Russian statistician, Alexander Alexandrovitch Tchouproff. They accused Neyman of intellectual dishonesty — at worst plagiarism, at best failure to acknowledge Tchouproff’s earlier work.

In a 1925 reprinting in Biometrika of some of the results he originally published in Polish in 1923 (see [34]), Neyman gave the higher moments of the means and variances of samples from finite populations. The paper is succinct and to the point. He begins by deriving formulas for moments of the sampling distribution of the mean of samples of size n from a finite population of size m, where the sample members are drawn without replacement, and he relates these to the moments of the underlying finite population. Then he focuses on the variance, skewness, and kurtosis, of the sampling distribution, i.e., $M_2$, $B_1 = M_2^2/M_2^3$, and $B_2 = M_4/M_2^2$, where $M_2$, $M_3$, and $M_4$ are the central moments of the sampling distribution, and he expresses these in terms of $\mu_2$, $\beta_1 = \mu_3/\mu_2^3$ and $\beta_2 = \mu_4/\mu_2^2$, where $\mu_2$, $\mu_3$, and $\mu_4$ are the central moments of the finite population of m elements. He explains how these moment quantities of the sampling distribution tend to the usual ones for sampling with replacement when we let $m \to \infty$. He then turns to the first and second moments of the sample variance, expressing them in terms of $\mu_2$ and $\beta_2$, and the correlation between the square of the sample mean and the sample variance as well as the correlation between the sample mean and the sample variance, expressing them in terms of $\beta_2$ and $\beta_1$, and $\beta_2$, respectively. In the final paragraph of the paper, by letting the finite population size $m \to \infty$, Neyman uses the correlation formulas to argue that the independence of the sample mean and the sample variance holds only for normal distributions.
The Polish paper was one of those that Neyman had shipped to Karl Pearson before his arrival in London, and the suggestion to republish some part of it in English originated with Pearson himself. But Pearson believed that Neyman's statement at the end of the paper, that it is only in sampling from a normal population that the sample mean and sample variance are independent, to be mistaken. Neyman recounts to Reid (see [32]) Pearson's difficulty as a confusion between independence and lack of correlation. When Neyman tried to explain the difficulty (in halting English and in front of several other Pearson students), Pearson interrupted: "That may be true in Poland, Mr. Neyman, but it is not true here." (See [32], p. 57.) Dismayed at having offended Pearson and at perhaps having lost a chance to publish in English — his Polish mentors had sent Neyman to England as a kind of test to see if his ideas were worth anything, and a publication in English would go a long way towards settling that matter — Neyman searched for a way to communicate his explanation to Pearson. He finally offered his explanation to J. O. Irwin, who communicated it to Egon Pearson, who finally convinced his father that Neyman was not mistaken. Thus the Biometrika version does contain this observation from the Polish version, as we noted above.

Greenwood and Isserlis ([18], p. 348) quote Neyman as writing of the formula for the second moment of the variance "[t]his result, being a generalization of formulae given by other authors, is, I believe, novel and of considerable importance." Indeed, after that statement on page 477 of his 1925 paper [34], Neyman did actually cite one of Tchouroff's(1) 1918 Biometrika papers [38], [39] as well as a 1925 paper by Church [3]. Greenwood and Isserlis nevertheless take him to task for failing to cite works by Karl Pearson, Isserlis, and Edgeworth besides those of Tchouroff. In their view, Neyman's felony was compounded by the work of Church, especially a 1926 paper [4] published in Biometrika, which cited Neyman for some of the formulas for moments rather than citing Tchouroff. There is a little question but that Neyman's results can be found at least in some form in the sea of formulas in Tchouroff's 1923 papers [40], [41], although there remains some issue as to the correctness of all of the results in [38], [39] (Church [3] was written to correct one of these). What appears to have been happening in these and other papers is the alternative algebraic derivation and expression of a variety of moment expressions, most of which were quite complex. One of the nice features of Neyman [34] is the relatively clean derivations and succinct formulas.

By the time this critique was published, Neyman had returned to Poland. In obvious distress at the accusation, he wrote to Egon Pearson soliciting

(1) This was the transliteration of Tchouroff’s name, as it appeared in the 1918 Biometrika articles. We use the spelling Tchouroff throughout, even though when he published in Metron, the editor used Tschuprow, and elsewhere he is referred to as Chuprov and Chouprow.
advice. Reid ([32], p. 75) quotes his letter:

I have got the reprint of Isserlis's and Greenwood's paper. It is indeed very ugly! What is [striking] is that if dr Greenwood wanted really to defend Tchouproff it would be the easiest way to tell me or write me two words — he [Greenwood] was a teacher of mine and I attended to his lectures — of course it would be no what French people call tapage [an uproar]. I think I shall write some thing of that sort in J.R.S.S.? Would you? Will you correct my paper? I am afraid that as I do not know quite the English customs and circumstances I can make some stupid step — my temperament will not help me in not doing it.

The reply, it turned out, was handled by Karl Pearson, who editorialized in *Biometrika* in Neyman's defense (as well as Church's). He argued that Neyman's original publication in Polish in 1923 (see [34]) was certainly contemporaneous with Tchouproff's pair of 1923 articles [40], [41] in *Metron*, and perhaps actually predated those Tchouproff publications because delays in the publication of *Metron* caused it to appear later than its cover date. But it seems to us that this argument from Pearson, while it may well be true, is irrelevant to the controversy — Greenwood and Isserlis were accusing Neyman of ignoring not these specific papers of Tchouproff but a whole body of literature that originated some 20 years earlier with work by Pearson himself. We might speculate that Pearson was in some sense defending himself as editor of *Biometrika* for his laxness in failing to urge Neyman, the young foreigner, to update his work for an English-reading audience with citations to the literature in English. That Neyman could have profited by such urging seems clear from another facet of Pearson's editorial defense — he cites a letter from Dr. K. Bessalik, Professor of the University of Warsaw, who in 1922 was Director of the State Institute of Agricultural Research in Bydgoszcz(2). In that letter, Bessalik certifies that Neyman's paper was written in Bydgoszcz in 1922 and that "no English Journals" were accessible to him. According to Reid [32], Neyman did have access to *Biometrika* at the Central Statistical Office by the time he was located in Warsaw in 1925 and in London during the summer of the same year, but that was long after the 1923 paper had been written. Had Pearson urged Neyman to place the republication of his results in the historical context about which he had presumably been ignorant during the time he was writing the original paper in Poland, we believe that Neyman would undoubtedly have agreed. He had, after all, come to London expressly to study with Pearson, whose *Grammar of Science* had served as an inspiration to Neyman since he discovered it in 1916.

Since Neyman's 1923 papers [34], [35] did not represent a conceptual breakthrough in the theory of sampling from finite populations, we are left with two questions of historical interest. The first is to ask how the isolated scholar arrived at what may well to be an independent derivation of some key results in

---

(2) Pearson in his editorial spelled the name of the city as Bydgoner.
finite sampling and the second is to ask why Neyman’s results, in particular, seem to have had a more profound influence than did similar one obtained by others.

Perhaps the answer to the first question is that, while surely out of the mainstream of early twentieth century statistics, neither in Russia nor in Poland was Neyman completely isolated. Neyman studied probability theory in Kharkov under the direction of the Russian mathematician S. N. Bernstein as early as 1915 or 1916. Although these activities had been forgotten by Neyman by the time he was describing his early career to Constance Reid in 1978 (and perhaps this forgetfulness in his later life contributes to our image of Neyman’s early years as isolated), in the mid 1920’s Neyman described himself as having continued his studies under Bernstein through 1921. He also notes that he worked in 1920 under Bernstein to apply the theory of probability to experimentation in agriculture ([32], p. 30). We know that before he left Poland he worked with a Professor Isseroff on statistical analysis of agricultural experiments and even lectured to the Agricultural Department at the University of Kharkov on the application of probability theory to experimental problems in agriculture. These activities were clearly precursors to the papers dealing with experimental design in agriculture and finite sampling theory which appeared in *Biometrika* in 1925.

Just as Fisher was stimulated by the challenges of real experimentation at Rothamsted to gather together ideas that were “in the air” to make his masterly synthesis of the design of experiments and the analysis of variance, so Neyman could well have been stimulated by the challenges of experimentation at the Institute in Poland to synthesize ideas of sampling from finite populations that were “in the air.” And that would lead rather naturally, given the variable citation practices at the time, to the kind of papers Neyman wrote in 1923, papers that had little reference to the work of others. The lack of references to work in English is particularly understandable, since as his advisor certified to Pearson, Neyman had no access to English journals while he was in Poland. Tchouproff’s influence is evident not only from Neyman’s actual citation of Tchouproff’s work but from the actual similarities that Greenwood and Isserlis noted. While Neyman’s formulas are more succinct that Tchouproff’s (whose equations often ran on for several pages), they are of a similar style, and deal with some (but not all) of the same problems that Tchouproff did. That the ideas were “in the air” and that parallel publications occurred is demonstrated by a trio of papers by Isserlis and Tchouproff. Although the brief exposition in Isserlis [19] was in large part “scooped” by the two major papers by Tchouproff [38], [39], Karl Pearson published all three papers in the same volume of *Biometrika*. Similarly, in 1923, both Tchouproff and Neyman published a careful mathematical exposition of moments and how they are used in sampling from a finite population, although Tchouproff does cite a number of earlier papers including his own.
To answer the second question, that of Neyman’s profound influence, we need to look not at the 1923 paper (or its 1925 republication — see [34]), but at Neyman’s watershed 1934 paper [27], in which he was able to capture the essential ingredients of the problem of sampling, synthesize his own contributions and those of others, and effectively demolish the idea of purposive sampling.

**Bowley, Jensen, Gini, and the ISI discussions.** Before Neyman returned to the problems of sampling from a finite population that he had addressed in 1923, there were major developments surrounding presentations made at the 1925 and 1927 sessions of the International Statistical Institute (ISI), and published in 1926 and 1928, respectively. In this section, we review these briefly since they serve as the backdrop for Neyman’s 1934 paper. For an excellent and somewhat more detailed discussion see Kruskal and Mosteller [23].

The 1925 ISI Meeting was held in Rome and a substantial proportion of the time was taken up with discussions of the “method of representative sampling.” In 1924, the Bureau of the ISI appointed a Commission, consisting of Arthur Bowley, Corrado Gini, Adolph Jensen, Lucien March, Verijn Stuart, and Frantz Zizek, to study the representative method. Jensen served as rapporteur and leader of the discussion at the meeting. The Commission Report (Jensen [20]) contains a description of the two methods, random sampling (with all elements of the population having the same probability of selection), and purposive selection of large groups of units (in modern terminology — clusters) chosen to match the population on selected control variates. The report does not really attempt to choose between the methods.

Four of the Commission members wrote separate Annexes to the Commission Report. In his Annex, Jensen [21] described at length the practice of the representative method, including the random selection of groups (cluster sampling), and provided selected references. In their Annexes, Stuart [36] and March [25] made the link to earlier ISI discussions of the representative method, and March provided about a page of theory. Finally, Bowley [2] provided a lengthy theoretical development, but he failed to describe fully how the statistical theory of purposive sampling works. What is remarkable to us in this Report and its Annexes, especially in light of the controversy that Isserlis and Greenwood were to ignite only then next year, is the singular lack of references to the theoretical work on sampling from finite populations by Isserlis, Neyman, and Tchouproff. [Jensen’s [21] reference list did include a single Tchouproff reference, to his 1910 thesis, but not any references to any of his published articles, e.g., those in *Biometrika* and *Metron.*]

The formal discussion of the Report and its Annexes (pp. 58–69) included statements by Jensen, March, Bowley, and Tchouproff. Bowley was particularly pointed in the criteria he demanded for statistical practice and in a polite way seemed to make a strong argument against the purposive method.
[Neyman ([27], p. 607) had chided Bowley for failing to choose between the two methods and Bowley replied: “Certainly I thought I damned it with faint praise at the end of the summary of my report.”] Jensen, however, was clearly more supportive of the purposive method and he published a later note [22] in the *Journal of the Royal Statistical Society* arguing that the use of controls in the method can yield far greater gains than Bowley had suggested.

The ISI adopted the recommendations of approval of the representative method contained in the Commission Report (Jensen [20], pp. 377–380) and Kruskal and Mosteller [23] summarize the situation as follows:

Thus at the 1925 meeting the discussion is not whether to do sampling, but how to do it. Progress has appeared in stratified and even cluster sampling. The idea of purposive sampling continues to live and is endorsed, although it remains vague.

Yates, in reviewing these proceedings, notes ([42], p. 13) the “lack of any clear conception of the possibility, except by the selection of units wholly at random, or by the inadequate procedure of sub-dividing the sample into two or more parts, of so designing sampling inquiries that the sampling errors should be capable of exact estimation from the results of the inquiry itself.” He goes on to describe the developments in random sampling that took place in England linked to agricultural experimentation between 1925 and 1935, stimulated largely by the elements of randomization in experimentation and the analysis of variance, both of which he attributes to Fisher. We see this as another indication of the lack of impact of Neyman’s early contributions in these two interrelated fields.

At the 1927 ISI meeting, Corrado Gini presented a paper on the application of the purposive method to the sampling of records from the 1921 Italian census (see Gini [14] and Gini and Galvani [15]), which was to play a pivotal role in the later work by Neyman. Their problem was simply stated. They needed to discard most of the records of the 1921 census before taking the next one, and they proposed to retain a sample for future analyses and reference. To make their sample representative, they chose to retain all of the data from 29 out of 214 large administrative districts into which Italy was divided. They applied the purposive method in order to select the 29 through a process which attempted to match the averages on seven important characteristics with those for the country as a whole. When they did this, they discovered that there were substantial deviations between the sample and the entire country for other characteristics. This, they claimed, called into question the accuracy of sampling. It remained for Neyman to take up the challenge of this claim.

**The 1934 JRSS paper.** Neyman took up the challenge in his classic 1934 paper [27] presented before the Royal Statistical Society, *On the two different aspects of the representative method*. We review the paper’s elements and emphasize how Neyman rescued clustering from the clutches of purposive
sampling and gave it a rightful place in the foundations of random sampling methodology. These ideas were later to be adapted and developed by many people.

Neyman originally prepared the paper in 1932 in Polish (with an English summary) as a booklet growing out of his practical experience. He had been working for the Institute for Social Problems on a project involving sampling from the Polish census to obtain data to describe the structure of the working class in Poland. As he wrote to Egon Pearson, he used the opportunity and "pushed a little the theory" (Reid [32], p. 105). Published in 1933, the original Polish version of the paper [26] traces a good deal of history (Neyman had clearly learned his lesson about citation practices and was now unquestionably familiar with the literature); the 1934 version published in the Journal of the Royal Statistical Society includes even more history and carefully cites many of the people who were to be in the room for the presentation before the Society. Neyman gives enormous credit to Bowley for his 1926 synthesis of the theory underpinning sampling methods, but also notes the hundreds of contributions in the area on which his comparison between purposive and random sampling builds. There is, however, the curious presentation of optimal allocation with no reference back to Tchouproff [40], [41]. On the basis of our recent rereading of all of these papers, the kind interpretation is that this was merely an oversight.

The goal of the paper is very clearly stated in terms of the comparison of purposive and random sampling. But the elements of a synthesis are prominent as well. Neyman describes stratified sampling, noting that Bowley considers only proportionate stratified sampling but stating that such restriction is not necessary. He gives (pp. 568-569) a crisp description of cluster sampling: "Suppose that the population \( \Pi \) of \( M' \) individuals is grouped into \( M_0 \) groups. Instead of considering the population \( \Pi \) we may now consider another population, say \( \Pi \), having for its elements the \( M_0 \) groups of individuals, into which the population \( \Pi \) is divided... If there are enormous difficulties in sampling individuals at random, these difficulties may be greatly diminished when we adopt groups as the elements of sampling." This is a new synthesis — earlier conceptualizations of clustering had coupled it with purposive sampling. Indeed, Neyman quotes Bowley (p. 570) as maintaining that "in purposive selection the unit is an aggregate, such as a whole district, and the sample is an aggregate of these aggregates, while in random selection the unit is a person or thing, which may or may not possess an attribute, or with which some measurable quantity is associated." Neyman goes on to explicitly uncouple clustering and purposive sampling, saying (p. 571), "In fact the circumstance that the elements of sampling are not human individuals, but groups of these individuals, does not necessarily involve a negation of the randomness of the sampling." He calls this procedure "random sampling by groups" and points out that, although Bowley did not consider it theoretically, he used it in practice in London, as did O. Anderson in Bulgaria.
Neyman also speaks of combining stratification with clustering to form "random stratified sampling by groups." [Bowley, in his role as the lead discussant of Neyman's paper, notes the innovativeness of Neyman's suggestion of random stratified sampling of groups and acknowledges that in fact it was what he had been driven to use in his work even though he has not fully recognized the implications of what he had done.] Then Neyman refers to the full theory for best linear unbiased estimation(3) of a population average developed in his 1933 Polish publication [26], and he gives the now familiar formula for the variance of the "natural" weighted average estimator in stratified cluster sampling.

In order to compare Gini and Galvani's method of purposive selection with his own method of random stratified sampling by groups, Neyman imbues the purposive method with a structure that allows one to treat it as if it were based on a special form of random selection, even though this was clearly not the way in which Gini and Galvani actually selected or conceived of their groups (districts)(4). In doing so, Neyman constructs a sturdy coffin in which to bury the method of purposive selection, and then he proceeds to slam the lid of the coffin tight and nail it shut, by presenting one statistical argument after another. In the first, Neyman considers the conditions under which the purposive method, which utilizes the regression of group means on a control variate \( y \), produces unbiased estimates. He then notes, on the basis of calculations from Gini and Galvani's own data, that the conditions appear not to be satisfied in practice. Neyman goes further, however, and points out that, even if there were not a problem of bias, Gini and Galvani make the implicit assumption that the groups (clusters) are themselves random samples from the population, something that is decidedly false. Neyman's own method of random stratified sampling by groups does not have these deficiencies. Neyman carries the argument one final step by exploring, using his variance formula, whether it is preferable to sample a small number of large groups (in effect, a variant on Gini and Galvani) or a large number of smaller units. The latter turns out to be the clear choice and this provides Neyman with the final nail to

---

(3) There was an implicit assumption in Neyman's work regarding the uniqueness of the best linear unbiased estimate in sampling from finite populations. This assumption turns out to be false. Godambe and Thompson ([17], pp. 386–387) observe that "Neyman proposed the use of the Gauss–Markoff technique to prove the optimality (UMV-ness) of the sample mean and other similar estimators. Indeed, during the discussion, Fisher concurred in this method; and it appears that the Gauss–Markoff technique, now known to be of doubtful validity in sampling theory (Godambe [16]), was one of the very few points on which Neyman and Fisher were in agreement."

(4) Neyman envisions a universe of districts divided up into strata according to the values of one or more control variates, and then each stratum is subdivided into substrata according to the number of units in the district. Then within each substratum he speaks of the random selection of a preassigned number of districts. Of course, because of the large size of the districts in Gini and Galvani's situation, most strata would contain zero or one district. This leads to the sampling bias which Neyman then illustrates.
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hammer into the lid of the coffin of the purposive method. Shortly later, the coffin was buried, although the ghost of the purposive method continues to rise until this day in the form of quota sampling.

The immediate effect of Neyman's paper was to restore the primacy of the method of stratified random sampling over the method of purposive selection, something that was left in doubt by the 1925 presentations by Jensen and Bowley to the meeting of the International Statistical Institute. But the paper's longer-term importance for sampling was the consequence of Neyman's wisdom in rescuing clustering from those who were the advocates of purposive sampling and integrating it with stratification in a synthesis that laid the groundwork for modern-day multistage probability sampling.

The heart of the 1934 paper, however, in terms of the amount of space Neyman devoted to exposition and in terms of emphasis in the discussion by others at the presentation before the Royal Statistical Society, is the material on confidence intervals. There was much confusion as to whether this was just Fisher's fiducial method presented in a slightly different fashion or a new inferential approach. Neyman introduced the idea of coverage in repeated samples, but the discussion did not pick up on its originality. It is somewhat ironic that in his discussion of Neyman [27], Leon Isserlis, who only seven years earlier had condemned Neyman for not giving enough credit to Tchouproff, completely overlooked the fact that Neyman failed to credit Tchouproff in this paper, this time for proposing the notion of optimal allocation in stratified sampling. We speculate that Isserlis' failure to question this point arose largely from the trouble he was having understanding Neyman's concept of confidence intervals, the latter being the sole topic of Isserlis' discussion.

Fisher's discussion of the Neyman paper is also worthy of note in the present context, not so much for his challenge that Neyman's confidence intervals were really fiducial intervals but under a different name, but rather for his observations on the importance of the parallelism between sampling in economic research and the role sampling of finite populations in agricultural experimentation. The major distinction, he was reported as saying, was that (p. 616):

"In a well-designed experiment, however, the mathematics were simplified, and all anxiety was avoided in respect to different systems of weighting."

Our question of why the Neyman paper had such a profound influence compared to the earlier work of Tchouproff and others, was also raised by Bellhouse [1] and Kruskal and Mosteller [23]. We believe that while Tchouproff had clearly derived a number of the technical results a decade earlier, and had broken out of the mold of constant probabilities of selection, his papers were abstract and formal in nature, and his results were far removed from real-world application. Neyman more clearly laid the groundwork for statistical practice by his innovative integration of clustering and stratification, and his clear and convincing exposition of the inferiority of the purposive
method. Neyman provided the recipe for others to follow and he continued to explain its use in convincing detail to those who were eager to make random sampling a standard diet for practical consumption (e.g., see Neyman [29] for a description based on his 1937 lecture on the topic at the U.S. Department of Agriculture Graduate School, and Neyman [28] for a two-phase sampling approach to optimal allocation).
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